
2022 Bronze Bidding Challenge: January 
 

Problem 1 Teams:   EW Vul, Dealer South   

♠AQ 
♥KQJ65 
♦Q85 
♣KQ5 

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH 

- - - 1♣ 

?    

     

How best to describe this hand? With fewer points it would be a straight choice between 1H and 1NT. Most of the 
panel believe this is too strong for either call; they choose the flexible Double. The next question is – what to do after 
the almost inevitable 1♠ response? 

SANDERS: Dbl. Intending to rebid 1NT, typically indicating a hand too strong to overcall 1NT, ergo 19-22; essentially 
balanced. 

CAMPBELL: DBL. This hand is too strong for an immediate 1NT overcall (which would show 15-18 pts), so start with a 
double and, unless partner bids hearts, rebid in no trump.  

FRAME: DBL. If partner responds the likely 1♠  I’ll venture 1NT which should show this strength over a forced response 
- with a bit of luck, partner might then try 2♣  (Checkback) and I can show my heart values.  

Well, you never know your luck! Others plan to show extra strength by bidding hearts. 

TUDOR:  DBL. With strong hands the doubleton spade is not a problem as I intend to bid hearts (or NT) on the next 
round to show the good hand. 

MCLEOD: Dbl. The plan is to call hearts next time round. Yes, partner may initially believe you to be 4-4 or at least 4-3 
in the Majors, but when you bid hearts next time (or give whatever strong raise you can if partner bids hearts), they’ll 
get the message loud and clear. 

2♥  shows the extra strength, but will partner expect the 5=3=3=2 distribution? 
Our Counting Quiz Master comes up with a practical bid. 

GALLACHER: 1NT. I can see 31 high card points: 12 with South and 19 in my own hand. The question is should I 
double or bid 1NT? If my partner has all the remaining 9 points we have a game somewhere. Bid 1NT and trust 
partner to make a jump bid if she 8/9 of the remaining points or go one up with 6/7. 

HAMILTON:1NT. I've agreed to double with 16-18 and a good suit, but this feels much more like a 1NT overcall.  

I tend to agree. While the club and heart holdings are promising there are 6 points tied up in your doubleton and a 
dubious Qxx stopper in diamonds. If I double, then rebid 1NT partner will raise to game with any old 5 count… 

Some suggest overcalling 2NT, but in SBU Standard that is the Unusual Notrump, showing 5-5+ in the minors. 
 

 Votes Marks Competitors 

DBL 8 10 44 

1NT 2 8 6 

1♥  0 6 5 

2♥  0 3 2 

2NT 0 1 3 
3NT 0 1 1 

 

Problem 2 Teams:      All Vul, Dealer West  

♠-  
♥AK87 
♦A97532 
♣T84 

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH 

1  P 2♣  P 

?    

     

Most of the panel see little choice but to rebid their 6-card suit.  

TUDOR:  2♦ . Not enough points to reverse with 2♥  and rebidding the six-card diamond suit is preferable to raising with 

three card support. 

FRAME (also MALE and CAMPBELL): 2♦ . No way am I good enough to reverse into 2♥  - if I get another chance, I’ll 

show secondary support for clubs. 

The word ‘Reverse’ may cause some panic, but it is just another obscure bridge term for a situation that may arise 
when you rebid a new suit. If the second suit is lower-ranking partner can easily put you back to your first suit at the 
2-level; if it is higher-ranking it forces the auction to the 3-level, so it requires extra strength. 
After a two-over-one response, normally showing 10+HCP, a reverse into 2♥  effectively forces to game.  



EDMOND: 2♦ . Since partner has declined to bid 1♥ .  

Yes, indeed! If partner had a limited hand with a 4-card major he would bid 1M rather than 2♣ .  Either he has no 4-

card major (where are opponents with their 10-card spade fit?) or he has a strong hand perhaps prepared to reverse 
(yes, responder can reverse also!) into 2♠ .  

MCKAY: 2♦ . I would love to reverse as my spade void looks really good value, but just a little short on HCP. 

The traditional point count is at its best when evaluating a hand for Notrump, but it not accurate for suit play. 
Here if partner has a 6-card club suit your hand has improved well beyond its 11 hcp. You should adjust upwards for 
the extra Ace, extra distribution and crisp controls. I sympathise with the competitors who bid 2♥ , but I would prefer 
to have more honour cards in the minors, since I shall probably have to bid clubs next time. So why not bid them now 
rather than focus on this indifferent diamond suit? 

MCLEOD: : 3♣. There’s a small chance of a diamond fit; an even smaller chance of a heart fit, but let’s tell partner 
about the one that definitely exists without lying about the strength of the hand. 2♥ is a reverse and the hand is 
nowhere near strong enough, despite the fine shape. If partner has hearts or a delayed diamond support, they have 
room to show it now. 

SANDERS: 3♣. Partner’s danger shape is 3=3=3=4, when they may pass. If they go on then five of a minor, or even 
slam, should be fine. 

As a competitor points out, 3♣ will make it harder for opponents belatedly to introduce their spade suit. And if partner 
has a strong hand raising his suit  will simplify the auction. Mike goes further: 

GALLACHER: 4♣. Game invite. 

For the competitors who chose Pass – I am afraid this is not an option when partner changes the suit (unless you 
have already passed once). Partner is unlimited, so you must find another bid. 
 

 Votes Marks Competitors 

2♦  7 10 36 

3♣  2 9 10 

4♣  1 7 0 

2♥   5 11 

PASS  1 3 

3♦   1 1 

 

Problem 3       Teams:      EW Vul, Dealer West  

♠-  

♥AKJ98 

♦KQ53 

♣AK32  

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH 

1♥ P 1♠ P 

?    

    

Whatever your methods, it is unwise to open a space-consuming 2♣ on a 3-suiter. 
The panel agree that this hand is worth a game-forcing jump rebid.  
3NT will surely end the auction when all you need for slam is something like Jxxx Qx JTx QJxx – and 3NT might even 
go down if opponents can cash 4 or 5 spades and the ♦A. 

MALE: 3♣. Game-forcing, even with a void in partner’s suit. 

Beryl makes a good point: 

CAMPBELL: Either 3♣ or 3♦ would be acceptable. A new suit at the 3-level is forcing. This would show 5 hearts. 

If you shunted the suits up one, so the hand was 5 spades and 4 of each of the red suits, I am confident that the panel 
would rebid an equally unanimous 3♥. In my youth I was taught that a strong hand should bid suits down-the-way.  
If you bid 3♦ and partner bids 3♥ or 3NT you can continue with 4♣ for a complete description in the most economical 
fashion. You guarantee to find a minor suit fit if one exists. With no fit partner can sign off in 4♥ or 4NT. But if he has a 
4+-card minor you should reach the best game (or slam). 

MCLEOD: 3♣.A jump rebid is required to get across the strength of the hand; a suit bid is required to get across the 
shape. That said, you’re still not sure where this is going to end up, so there’s no reason not to bid as cheaply as 
possible. This bid shows 5+ hearts, 4+ clubs, and enough values to force to Game. Now we’re ready for any response 
partner makes. If you bid 3♦ here, partner struggles to find an accurate bid when they have no club stop. 

I think partner can give false preference to 3♥ or rebid spades.  

TUDOR: 3♣. showing 5-4, forcing and giving partner the option of a 4th Suit Force bid. 

Yes, well, what would 3♦ mean? If partner actually has diamonds will they not bid 3NT? 

FRAME (similarly SANDERS): 3♣. We’re probably headed to 3NT if partner bids 3♠ but after 3♦, Fourth Suit Forcing, I’ll 
venture 4♦ which must be a slam try showing this shape. 



Not to me! Since I have already denied a diamond suit 4♦ would be a cuebid, showing slam interest in one of the suits 
I have already bid.  
In an auction like 1♣ – 1♦ – 1♥ – 1♠  raising spades is natural, showing your 4=4=1=4 or 4=4=0=5 distribution. 
But after 1♠ – 2♣ – 2♦ – 2♥ – 3♥  does not show 4 hearts since you did not bid hearts last time. My agreement is that 
is shows something like ♥Axx, inviting partner to play 3NT from their side. 

I should point out that Gerber is not part of SBU Standard (except as an immediate response to a 1NT opener).  
We think 4♣ is more useful as a cuebid / splinter / raise in competition.. 

 Votes Marks Competitors 

3♣  9.5 10 38 

3♦  0.5 9 1 

2♣  0 6 5 

2NT 0 5 1 

3NT 0 3 14 

4♣  0 1 1 

 

 

Problem 4       Teams:      EW Vul, Dealer West  

 
♠A84 
♥ AQ73 
♦7 
♣Q9873 

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH 

1♣  P 1♠   P 

?       

     

    

Before opening your longest suit in an unbalanced or semi-balanced hand it is a good idea to consider your rebid. 
Here you have no problems over a 1♦ response – you bid 1♥. You can happily raise 1♥ to 2♥.  
But what should you do over 1♠? The panel agrees that the least bad solution is to lie about your spade length. 

MALE: 2♠. The practical raise, partner is ruffing diamonds in the short hand and 2♣ on this poor suit doesn`t look 
promising. 

HAMILTON:  2♠. If you've ever going to make a 3 card raise, this is the time. Good spades, a nice singleton, and 
rebidding 2♣ isn't appealing. 

TUDOR: 2♠.Generally I avoid raising with three card support, but the alternative of rebidding the flimsy club suit is 
worse. 

MCKAY: 2♠. As my clubs are so poor and my diamond singleton will be so useful. Nothing wrong with a 4/3 fit. 

Indeed. Rebidding clubs risks playing in an unpleasant 5-2 fit or 5-1 fit when partner is minimum.   
(It would not, of course, be fair to tell you who it was that rebid 2♣ at the table.)  

SANDERS: 2♠. A simple raise of partner’s response shows 4-card support or 3-card support and an outside singleton.  
You can’t have 3-3-2-5. These hands are either opened 1NT or rebid 1NT. 

Our single dissenter has some strong views. 

EDMOND: 2♥. This is why I don’t teach my students to play Reverses! We would be happy to rebid 2♥ but most can’t do 
this due to weakness, so perhaps they bid 2♠, hoping partner has 5. 

I would like to be a tad stronger – add a black King – before patterning out with 2♥. If partner rebids spades you would 
feel compelled to raise precariously to the 3-level. If they give preference to 3♣ you may find yourself in a precarious 
5-3 fit. 

 Votes Marks Competitors 

2♠   9 10 27 

2♥ 1 7 14 

2♣   4 14 

3♠   1 4 

3♥  1 1 

PASS  1 1 

 

To explain the marking: top marks are traditionally allocated to the panel’s most popular choice, other marks reflect 
the conductor’s subjective views. Outlying bids are awarded a consolation point. 

Complaints about scores (and errors in scoring) will be received sympathetically. 

Congratulations to all the competitors who scored well. Keep it up! 

Current thinking is to allocate prizes to the top scorers over the year, counting their best 8 scores. 

Any thoughts on an appropriate prize? 

  



Competitor’s top scores 

 

3* Master Ian Dalziel Direct 40 

2* Master Charles Fogelman GBC 40 

 Will Iles Stewartry 32 

1* Master Alasdair Adam Individual 36 

 Maureen Annan Dundee 34 

 Roy Heanes New Melville 33 

 Anne McIntosh Dunfermline 33 

 Norma Kerr Carlton 30 

Master Robin MacPherson New Melville 40 

 Jane Smithson Berwick 37 

 David Edelman Maccabi 34 

 Cornelius Meehan Buchanan 34 

 David Olive Inverness Caledonian 34 

 Alan Kirk Bearsden Improvers 33 

 Alex Sutherland New Melville 33 

 Alice Wilson Oban 33 

 Sue Smith Dunfermline 31 

 Hamish Wallace Marmion 31 

 Pam Warner New Melville 31 

District Master Ken Brown Pentland 40 

 Ken Tait Marmion 40 

 Alan Morrison GBC 39 

 Patricia Gilmore Pentland 35 

 Paul Kerr Troon 34 

 Rosemary Hartill New Melville 32 

 Alastair Kerr New Melville 32 

 John Smithson Berwick 32 

 Gertrud Mallon Dunfermline 31 

 Rosemary Jamieson Carlton 30 

 Alistair Smillie Moray 30 

Local Master May Armour Kyle 40 

 Anna Hamilton Direct 40 

 Douglas Woodburn Doon 36 

 Angela Ford Maccabi 35 

 Chris Grant Direct 33 

Club Master Liz Forbes Oban 40 

 Linton Horsfall Carlton 40 

 Stephen Carr  Ness 39 

 Peter Beckett New Melville 34 

 Margaret Mainland Orkney 34 

 June Miller Ness 34 

 Karen Starr Ness 34 

 Shona Low Marmion 33 

 Debbie Bland Bearsden Improvers 32 

 John Ewing Afton 30 

 Angela Horsfall Carlton 30 

 Muriel Neilson Carlton 30 

 


